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Introduction
The purpose of this presentation is to brief the Portfolio Committee on activities 
relating to the financial performance of the Commission and the status on its 
financial position. Furthermore, the report seeks to update the Committee on 
matters in respect of corporate management and compliance with laws and 
regulations.

This is guided by the requirements of section 181(5) of the Constitution, the 
general object of the PFMA and related prescripts applicable within the regulatory 
framework/environment.



• Introduction
• Overview of the Financial Position and Performance
• Status on Financial Management Systems

– Corporate Management (PFMA)
– Internal Controls and Compliance

• Annual Reporting and Audit
– 2018/2019 Audit Findings
– 2019 BRRR

• Conclusions 
– Achievements and Challenges
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Financial Performance and Position



Net 
assets/accumulate
d surplus increase 
steadily to R20 m 
mainly by current 
operating results 

of  R9,3 m surplus. 

Financial viability
Solvency
Liquidity 

Positive
.

5

See annexure slides 
for breakdown of the 

figures
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• Current operating activities 
generated net inflow of R7,3 
million (unused cash from receipt 
from the Fiscus).
o The operating activities used 

R57m of the R64,7 m of cash 
receipts for the payment of 
employees and suppliers 
(this includes payables at the 
beginning of the year)

o Part of this cash will be used 
to settle the purchase 
transaction of vehicles – an 
investment of R1,7 million.

o Finance leases represents the 
remainder of the contract for 
– RT15& VOIP contracts
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❑ Transfers from National Treasury - 9 

months cumulative to R63,9 
million.

❑ Interest income of R770,400 was 
earned from cash on hand

❑ Cumulative Total  operating expenditure 

of  R55,3 million was incurred.

❑ The surplus reported is attributable to 
cost containment efforts, interest 
income and vacancies which accounts for 
the bigger contribution.
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Travel & Accommodation, Audit Fees, Training & Development – Expenditure to increase 
substantially during Q4Not budgeted for, 

accounting entry

Unfilled positions within the establishment – Commissioners and Key staff position were
only filled in the latter periods thus the extent of the saving/underspending

Positive 
bank 
balance
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❑ There is a high concentration of 
spending on a few Fixed 
expenditure line items – COE by far 
the biggest at 72%, as well as  
unavoidable office overheads. The 
control on APP activities is limited 
since APP represents legal 
mandate/obligations to the CGE.

❑ YTD total spend of R55,3 m  = 65% 
of annual budget thus an 
aggregate 10% saving is recorded 
for the quarter…(discounting seasonal 

distribution of planned activities)

❑ Aggregate spending is within and 
below the budget. The detailed 
variances analysis can be noted in 
the individual dept/cost centre
expenditure v budget reports

Comparative Expenditure analysis – April to December 2019
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• Commissioner programme 
lagging in spending due to 
vacancies during the period –
contributing a saving f R4,6m 
overall.

• Service delivery and 
Commissioners make up 70% 
of the spend total v Budget-
Obligations under the CGE 
Act, s8 & s11

• Corporate services  
component is 30% of total 
spend.

• Dept/CC analysis reflects 
further details
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CORPORATE 
MANAGEMENT



• Accounting Officer – complied with the provisions of PFMA, section 38 
– Systems of internal control

– Risk management

– Sound Financial management and systems to administer/account for REAL ( Revenue, 
Expenses, Asset and Liabilities) were in place

– Section 40 reporting – in-year and annual reporting to promote accountability and 
transparency

• Executive Authority – Processes and systems of corporate governance in 
place and applied through out the reporting period.

• Audit Committee 
– Committee terms of reference and functioning during the period complied to PFMA 

section 38, 76&77 and section 27 of National Treasury Regulations.

– Internal audit capacity and competence existed through out the period , the function of 
which was regularly subject the oversight of the audit committee
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Corporate governance 



❑ Demand management – The annual Procurement Plan for 2019/2020 completed and 
submitted to NT by 30 April as prescribed by prescripts. An adjustment plan, for purchase of
replacement vehicles in the main was submitted to NT during Nov/Dec 2019. The 2019/20 -
G&S budget is R23m where only 4 were major spending transactions - the remainder are 
committed or small value transactions.

❑ Contract management – No issues/exceptions – Performance by parties is regular

❑ Contract Management – Registers updated and no performance defects by service providers 
and/or CGE noted. The control environment in this areas has improved materially without 
any Irregular Expenditure, fruitless or wasteful incurred during the current period.

❑ Asset Management – Investment in vehicles and a Purchase of furniture to R500k coupled 
with divestiture (disposals assets of insignificant value or usefulness).

Supply Chain Management
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Logistics – Fleet & Facilities Management
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• Portfolio of 10 properties under lease remains fully supported by DPW as the agent for the 
CGE – Contract management on lease agreements, rendering accounts for both rentals and 
municipal services. The latter role will be devolved with effect from 1 April 2020 as 
proclaimed by the Minister.

• There are no material issues for all other offices of the CGE – Leases are in tact and 
municipal services provided and paid for + access and conditions at the premises are within 
acceptable standards but for ConHill prmises. 

• The use and condition of fleet satisfactorily bar for the relative age of the fleet.



Fleet use stats– Q3
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2019/2020 AGSA Findings
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Action Plans were implemented, 
monitored by oversight, internal 

audit as well as the Audit 
Committee. Issues addressed at 

the root cause and no repeat 
findings were recorded.

Contract Management and 
procurement in order – No 

irregular expenditure incurred 
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14.12 CGE  ( extracts of the RECCOMMENDATIONs BY COMMITTEE)

The CGE should ensure that the following recommendations are implemented.

Finance

Audit Action Plan: The CGE should develop an audit action plan that relates to the recommendations made by the AGSA. These action plan should 
address the root cause of the problems. It must be submitted to the Committee with the 2nd Quarterly Report for 2019/20.
The CGE should ensure that it maintains tight control over its fiscus and avoid over-expenditure in 2018/19.
Contract management: The CGE should report back to the Committee on what internal control measures have been implemented to deal with the 
management of terminated contracts more prudently

14.12.2 Governance
The CGE should continue with its compliance with legislation and National Treasury regulations.
The CGE should inform the Committee what actions have been taken to deal with transgressors of policies and laws and overall poor performance 
delivery. This should be reported back to the Committee within quarterly reports.

14.12.3 Programme and performance
The CGE should continue to monitor and evaluate the impact and outcome of the initiatives it implements.
The CGE should explore training and mentorship initiatives as a means of capacity building to strengthen government institutions with the National 
School of Government.
The CGE is encouraged to develop a coordination plan of training initiatives and awareness raising and report back to the Committee on a quarterly 
basis in this regard.
The CGE should continue to provide the Committee with an account of the performance of Commissioners on a quarterly basis and this should also be 
reflected in the 2020/21 annual performance plan and report.

Done

Done

Ongoing and continuous improvements – Where applicable to be included in APP (2021) and/or adjusted to strategy



Achievements

• Cost Containment – controls effective 
and ability to promote positive 
measures to achieve target efficiency 
gains e.g. travel & accommodation, 
less reliance on consultants

• Addressed all material findings by the 
AGSA

Challenges
• Vacancies within the establishment in 

earlier quarters – might distort future 
funding needs

• Impact of vacancies on performance,
albeit mitigated for APP targets

• Long-term funding, impacting on 
strategizing ( limiting of scope and/or 
focus e.g. SO3)
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Thank You

HAVE A GENDER RELATED COMPLAINT ????
REPORT IT TO 

0800 007 709 
Twitter Handle @CGEinfo

Facebook: Gender Commission of South Africa
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Expenditure….. Annexure A1

2 000 000,00             

Motor Vehicle purchases 1 700 000,00 

Furniture & Office Equipments 300 000,00     

4 000 000,00             

Knowledge Management 500 000,00     

Overseas travel - CSW and CEDAW 2 000 000,00 

Training & Development 500 000,00     

Printing of reports - Final APP outputs 1 000 000,00 

Total 6 000 000,00  

Goods & Services

Capital Expenditure (CAPEX)

Additional Projects  - Applied against surplus funds in Q4 Therefore the surplus 
generated (R9,3 m) by 31 

December will be reduced by 
these projects, leaving an 

estimated R3 m net surplus. 
NB. The surplus is due to 
vacancies; especially for 

Commissioners in early part of 
the year.



Annexure B1…Current Assets as at 31 December 2019
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Cash mainly 
accounts for the 

balance thus high 
levels of liquidity



Annexure B2… Non-Current Assets at 31 December 2019
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• Planned purchase of 7 vehicles will 
increase the value of carrying 
amounts on Motor Vehicles by R1,7 
million – Commitments already 
made for delivery during Quarter 4
of the 2019/20 period.

• Intangible asset under 
development – For the 
customisation of an HR 
management system (Premier HR) 
and development of an automated 
Complaints Management system. 
Projects implementation in an 
advanced stage – to complete by 
year-end.



Annexure B3… Liabilities as at 31 December 2019
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Finance lease are for 
telephone equipment –

A National Treasury 
transversal contract 

(RT15)

- Leave management in terms of 
internal policy and prescripts –

No material exceptions

- PMDS – a provision is made and 
will be subjected to formal 

appraisal processes in line with 
policy
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Sum of Budget 2020 Column Labels

Row Labels

COMMISSIONERS: 

GOVERNANCE & 

SUPPORT

CORPORATE 

SUPPORT 

SERVICES

SERVICE 

DELIVERY 

PROGRAM Grand Total

Bad debts -             -             

Bank Charges 67 400       67 400        

Compensation of Employees 12 359 500           11 455 400 38 935 300 62 750 200  

Computer Servicing, Internet & Website 635 000      7 000         642 000      

Courier Services -                       12 500       152 300      164 800      

Depreciation & Amortisation -             -             

Interest Paid on Bank overdraft -             -             

Media Outreach 828 700      828 700      

Office Cleaning, Maintenance, Plants & Security 7 000                   1 129 300   1 622 800   2 759 100    

Office Consumables 5 100                   105 000      176 400      286 500      

Others -             -             

Printing & Stationery -                       118 500      484 100      602 600      

Professional Services 31 400                 4 578 100   242 100      4 851 600    

Report writing,Printing & Publishing 523 800      249 200      773 000      

Subscriptions 887 700      488 300      1 376 000    

Telecommunication Expenses 123 000                679 300      585 500      1 387 800    

Training and Development 950 000      50 000       1 000 000    

Travel, Accomodation and Related Expenditure 1 926 500             945 400      2 047 700   4 919 600    

Vehicle expenses, maint, fuel and other 83 400                 558 000      637 100      1 278 500    

Venues, Catering & Event Management 175 200                508 800      805 200      1 489 200    

Grand Total 14 711 100           23 154 200 47 311 700 85 177 000  

Sum of Budget 2020 Column Labels

Row Labels

Compensation of 

Employees

Goods & 

Services

Grand 

Total

Head Office 39 896 400           17 019 500 56 915 900 

COMMISSIONERS: GOVERNANCE & SUPPORT 12 359 500           2 351 600   14 711 100 

CORPORATE SUPPORT SERVICES 11 615 400           11 538 800 23 154 200 

SERVICE DELIVERY PROGRAM 15 921 500           3 129 100   19 050 600 

Provincial Office 23 021 700           5 239 400   28 261 100 

SERVICE DELIVERY PROGRAM 23 021 700           5 239 400   28 261 100 

Grand Total 62 918 100           22 258 900 85 177 000 

Goods & ServicesCOE R %

Core & legislated 10720,1 51302,7 62022,8 73%

Administration 11538,8 11615,4 23154,2 27%

0
50000

100000

Spending spread

Core & legislated Administration

Annexure C1…. Annual Budget
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Sub-programmes budget – summary 2019/2020

Commissioners’

R14.7m

Main/Core 
Service Delivery

R47.3m

Corporate 
Services

R23.2m

Strategic Objective 1 – R13.2m

Strategic Objective 2 – R21.6m

Strategic Objective 3 – R8.7m

Strategic Objective 4 – R41.7m

Approved Budget =R85.2m

Annexure C2…. Annual Budget
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Objective statement and related key focus areas
   Goods & 

Services - 

Direct Costs 

   Goods & 

Services - 

attributable 

overheads 

  

Compensation 

of Employees 
 Grand totals 

1.1 57 900           272 100         1 648 600        1 978 600     

Evaluate and make recommendations on new and proposed 

legislation to ensure gender mainstreaming

Proactive engagement with relevant stakeholders and parliament to 

strengthen policy and legislation that advance gender 

mainstreamingA report on submissions made and the outcomes of engagements 

with parliament and other key stakeholders on new and proposed -                -                -                 

Submissions on new and proposed legislation 57 900           272 100         1 648 600        1 978 600     

1.2 173 700         816 300         4 945 700        5 935 700     

Proactively review national gender-transformation legislation 

and its implementation by state and private institutions 

Evaluation and recommendations regarding implementation and 

compliance with national gender-based legislation

A plan, indicating the legislation and institutions to be evaluated 173 700         816 300         4 945 700        5 935 700     

Reports on investigations, findings and recommendations regarding 

compliance and implementation of national gender transformation -                -                -                 

Evaluation and recommendations regarding implementation and 

compliance with national gender-based legislation

Guide on Sexual Harassment -                -                -                 

1.3 154 400         725 600         4 396 100        5 276 100     

Monitor the state's compliance with international and 

regional treaties that advance gender equality

Periodic reviews on the state's compliance with obligations under 

the conventions, covenants, treaties and protocols; engage on 

findings; and recommend actions
Engagements with key stakeholders on findings and 

recommendations regarding compliance with international and -                -                -                 

Monitoring reports on international and regional treaties to advance 154 400         725 600         4 396 100        5 276 100     

Grand Total 386 000         1 814 000      10 990 400      13 190 400   

Strategic Objective 1: To advance an enabling legislative environment for gender equality

Strategic outcome: To evaluate legislation, policies, practices and mechanisms and make recommendations to 

bring about continuous improvements to advance gender equality

Key notes

• Activities in fulfilment of key 
legislated functions of the CGE

• All functions carried out by 
CGE staff – fully  insourced
• Over 80% of SO budget 

are COE of core –staff 
and about 14% are 
allocated overheads to 
run respective offices – 9 
x provincial and part HQ

• Other direct costs are project 
specific such as for travel, 
materials, consumables – a 
total of R388,000 is set aside 

Annexure C3…. Annual 
Budget
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Objective statement and related key focus areas
   Goods & 

Services - 

Direct Costs 

   Goods & 

Services - 

attributable 

overheads 

  

Compensation 

of Employees 

 Grand totals 

2.1 92 700           1 209 300      7 326 900     8 628 900    

Develop, conduct or manage information and education 

programmes to foster an understanding of matters related 

to gender equality

The provision of education, awareness, outreach and 

advocacy interventions and legal clinics for different 

stakeholdersA plan indicating the themes and content of the programmes for the year 92 700           1 209 300      7 326 900     8 628 900    
A report on strategic partnerships used in the delivery of education, 

information and legal programmes

Reports on education and information programmes conducted

Reports on education and Information programmes delivered via media 

platforms

Reports on outreach, advocacy and legal clinics conducted

2.2. 139 000         1 814 000      10 990 400    12 943 400   

Investigate, resolve or refer any gender related issue to 

rectify it and to seek redress for victims of gender 

To timeously investigate complaints and to investigate 

systemic violations of gender rights and identify 

appropriate redress% of complaints timeously attended to in terms of the complaints manual 139 000         1 814 000      10 990 400    12 943 400   
A report on a high-level panel discussion on the w ithdraw al of IPV cases

A report on the outcome and implementation of systemic investigation

Grand Total 231 700         3 023 300      18 317 300    21 572 300   

Strategic Objective 2:  To promote and protect gender equality through public awareness, 

education, investigation and litigation 

Strategic outcome: To educate society to transform behaviour to respect and uphold gender equality and to 

further ensure effective and efficient social justice for victims of gender violations 

Key notes;

• Core obligations per s11 
of the CGE act

• Delivery by Internal 
human resources 

• Over 80% fixed 
expenditure forms the 
SO allocation

Annexure C4…. Annual 
Budget
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Objective statement and related key focus areas
   Goods & 

Services - 

Direct Costs 

   Goods & 

Services - 

attributable 

overheads 

  

Compensation 

of Employees 

 Grand totals 

3.1 77 200           604 700         3 663 500        4 345 400     

Monitor and evaluate gender-based violence (GBV)

Monitoring and evaluating key issues associated with GBV and the 

A status report on the country's response to addressing and 77 200           604 700         3 663 500        4 345 400     

3.2 77 200           604 700         3 663 500        4 345 400     

Monitor and evaluate Women’s Empowerment

Overseeing and monitoring the issues that will impact poverty, 

A status report on the country's response to enabling and sustaining 77 200           604 700         3 663 500        4 345 400     

Monitoring of the Elections

Monitoring and evaluating key issues associated with women's 

 A status report on the general elections

Grand Total 154 400         1 209 400      7 327 000        8 690 800     

Strategic Objective 3:  To monitor and evaluate issues that undermine the promotion and attainment of 

gender equality 

Strategic outcome: To educate society to transform behaviour to respect and uphold gender equality and to 

further ensure effective and efficient social justice for victims of gender violations 

Key notes;

New objective and to be driven by 
emergent issues. & aspirations , 

obligations  from PEPUDA

Resources allocation likely to be on an 
adhoc basis dependant on unknown 

developments

NB. Funding follows functions (PEPUDA 
never costed/appropriated since 2008 

promulgation)

Annexure C5…. Annual 
Budget
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CEO, Financial management, 
audit functions are main 

contributors – mainly PFMA s38 
functions

Objective statement and related key focus areas  Goods & 

Services - 

Direct Costs 

   Goods & 

Services - 

attributable 

  

Compensation 

of Employees 

 Grand totals 

4.1 1 226 200      4 404 200      13 916 900      19 547 300   

Strengthen the CGE to deliver on its mandate

Strengthening of human and institutional capacity

Appropriate systems, processes and policies to strengthen 

Good governance policies and practices 175 200         2 176 400      12 359 500      14 711 100   

Human competence and capacity 1 051 000      2 227 800      1 557 400        4 836 200     

4.2 557 800         9 419 900      12 198 800      22 176 500   

Increase the influence and  impact  of the CGE to ensure a 

Increased influence through leverage of traditional and social media

Analysis of the role of social media in gender-related matters

Media strategy to educate and inform stakeholders

Timeous and appropriate response of CGE to issues in the news

Updated corporate communications and branding strategies, 83 100           1 474 600      2 300 800        3 858 500     

Increased influence through strategic partnerships

Indication of the impact of strategic partnerships

Increased influence through wide dissemination of CGE reports, 

Record of internal and external dissemination of reports, information 1 448 000      1 430 000        

Monitoring and evaluation of the impact of CGE interventions

An M&E framework and tool to measure the impact of CGE 474 700         6 497 300      8 468 000        15 440 000   

Impact reports

Grand Total 1 784 000      13 824 100    26 115 700      41 723 800   

Strategic Objective 4: To build an efficient organisation that promotes and protects gender equality

Strategic outcome: To build organisational capacity and ensure that the operations of the organisation have 

impact on society

Key notes under  SO

• Fixed costs mainly due to standard support 
functions

• Governance role and activities of Commissioners
• Personnel training – WSP
• Media outreach to support key PEI/Legal and 

Research outbound programmes/campaigns
• Alternative distribution channels, leveraged on 

social media

Annexure C6…. Annual 
Budget


